
MINUTES OF 
 THE  

LYNCHBURG REGIONAL AIRPORT COMMISSION MEETING 
August 26, 2013 

4:00 p.m. 
 
PRESENT:                  
 
Jones Stanley 
Robert Day 
Lynch Christian 
Stewart Hobbs 
Mike Davidson 
Don Brown 
Kimball Payne 
Bert Dodson 
Charles Nowlin 
 
ABSENT: 
 
 
STAFF PRESENT: 
 
Mark Courtney, Airport Director 
Rick Stein, Deputy Airport Director 
Wes Campbell, Airport Finance Director 
 
(1)  CALL TO ORDER:  
 

The meeting was called to order at 4:00 p.m.   
 

 
(2)  APPROVAL OF August 26, 2013 CONSENT AGENDA  
 

Mr. Hobbs confirmed that everyone had received the items from the consent agenda; the June 17, 2013 
Commission Meeting Minutes, the August 2013 Air Service Update and the July 2013 Passenger Traffic Report 
and asked if there were any questions, comments or changes regarding the consent agenda items.  
 
Mr. Hobbs stated as there were no questions or comments, he was going to declare the Consent Agenda accepted 
as presented to receive and file.  
 
Mr. Hobbs noted that Mrs. Marjette  Upsher, Director of Economic Development for the City of Lynchburg was 
present and Mr. Courtney had said to place her at the top of the list. 
 
Mrs. Upshur thanked the Commission for allowing her to address the Members.  She stated that in 2012 the 
Lynchburg Economic Development Authority commissioned a strategic plan for the City of Lynchburg through 
Garner Economics, which is out of Atlanta. Ms. Upshur said she had worked closely with Mr. Mike Davidson, 
Economic Director of Campbell County.  She said Mr. Garner came in and conducted some focus groups and 
from that he made recommendations.  Since in the State of Virginia we have independent Cities that are not part 
of a County, Mr. Garner was really interested in identifying a transformational asset within the City.  He was 
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encouraged by aeronautical opportunities because he believed the airport for Lynchburg and Campbell County is 
a transformational asset.   
 
Among the things he recommended the City to explore constructing a 100,000 sq. ft. hangar for aircraft 
modification and repair because there was property available and Liberty could provide that workforce. He cited  
Dothan, Alabama as an example of a community that had built such a hangar.   
 
She said one of Mr. Garner’s other recommendations was to support an airline subsidy, which was a risk.  
 
She said that she knew that Liberty and their school of aeronautics is interested in such a hangar.  She said they 
wanted to work with Mr. Courtney and the Commission and Liberty to determine the next steps to take. She said 
that she and Mr. Davidson had gone to Elizabeth City, NC with Mr. Dave Young and looked at a hangar down 
there that was over 100,000 square feet.  There is no commercial service, but the Coast Guard has an air presence 
there.  She said the group for which the airport built the hangar actually has contracts with the Coast Guard.  She 
said they did not have the workforce, and are working with Elizabeth State University to get programs in place.   
 
Since we have the aeronautics school presence, Mr. Garner’s recommendation was to build a big hangar, and 
then go out and identify the prospect.   
 
She cited some of the weaknesses which include: some of the existing facilities are inadequate; it is a significant 
investment in facilities and infrastructure; and there is a marked learning curve.  However, it is a significant 
resource investment for attraction and she and Mr. Davidson actually have generated leads from a group that they 
both subscribe, along with the Virginia Economic Development Partnership that’s supposed to send referrals 
down to them.  She said she would not call the leads qualified, as they did not even know the names of the people 
involved.  She said hopefully we can start to move forward and talk about all of the assets we have and how we 
can rally the resources to utilize those assets.   
 
Mr. Courtney said he would just like to add one thing with regard to the sites.  He said when he appeared before 
the EDA previously he did show them several sites which were informally ranked as 1A, 1B and 2.  He said the 
last Master Plan did identify the North GA Development Site, which is within reasonable cost considerations for 
development given its size and the way it is situated.  
 
Mr. Hobbs asked if the water and sewer were already there.  Mr. Courtney responded that water and sewer were 
not there, but were close by, and stated that it would have to be able to accommodate large transport category 
aircraft, which is already identified and approved in our Airport Layout Plan by the FAA.  He said that there is a 
current environmental assessment on file from when Liberty was looking at that for a possible site for expansion 
for the School of Aeronautics.   
 
Mr. Courtney stated that the secondary site over by the Air Commerce Park could be developed for an even 
larger site but pointed out that the terrain was very challenging and would require significant earthwork, and that 
utilities, roadways and roads that would be another challenge because of the fire training center and the shooting 
range. 
 
Mr. Hobbs asked if we were talking about developing the sites to get ready to build on or building a building on 
the site and hoping somebody takes it.  Mrs. Upshur said that although we could study it virtually, no building 
would occur unless there was somebody who was ready to commit. There was some discussion about what type 
of business a hangar would attract, and Mr. Courtney stated that it could serve as a modification and 
refurbishment center for large transport category aircraft, fore example, 737s.  Mr. Dave Young said they were 
already doing refurbishments at Freedom and there was some discussion about that.  
 
It was asked what the initial reaction of City Council was to the report and this recommendation. 
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Mr. Payne responded that he really had not heard any response from them.  He said the EDA had just started 
discussing it.  Mr. Hobbs said from what he was hearing the only thing that we would be doing is some site 
preparation. 
 
Mr. Courtney said he would like to back up just a little bit because we have had requests before from prospects 
looking for sites and invariably they always would like to have an improved site so that appears to be the key to 
be in the game.  He said we would need to get the site improved, and build as much of the infrastructure as 
possible, certainly the ramp and all utilities and taxiway access.  He said having said that, there is a long lead 
time for something like this especially if we would be using federal funding. 
 
There was discussion about funding sources.  
 
Mr. Brown said he would be interested to know if anyone had discussed airline subsidy. 
 
Mrs. Upshur said that Mr. Garner suggested to the EDA that a subsidy could be $4 Million per year, whereas the 
EDA was considering an annual subsidy of $100,000.  She said in his presentation, Mr. Garner gave the example 
of how Texas passed at the state level a 1% tax that each municipality can charge and that money is all used for 
economic development.   
 
Mr. Courtney said to put that into perspective, US Airways alone, six flights a day, six in and six out, generates 
around $37 Million a year in domestic and international ticket sales, so even $4 Million would not get much of 
their attention when they have to generate $37 Million to be viable in the market.  He said that the term “subsidy” 
in airport management and in the airline industry implies an ongoing permanent financial payment.  We usually 
use the terminology of “revenue guarantees” which is temporary in order to be able to prove the market and get it 
established and to help with startup and to share the risk. 
 
Mr. Mike Davidson made a few comments.  He said opportunities like Elizabeth City and the operation that they 
have down there had a built-in unique situation because of the Coast Guard.  He said we have a built-in unique 
situation here because of Liberty School of Aeronautics, as they can graduate the AP mechanics that can fill 
those positions.  He said we can go out tomorrow and find enough money to build a 25,000 square foot hangar 
and put somebody in it but if we want to be transformational, to make something significant, we have got to think 
bigger than that and we have got to look at what are the grand opportunities that may be out there from every 
source that might be available and how can we work this and what are the costs going to be.  
 
He said he thought it would take two years to get the plans together.  He said ten years ago studies were done on 
developing the joint industrial park and one of the sites has a very flat, level pad site that would take some work 
to get access to, as it has more than a fifty foot elevation difference. He felt we have a unique situation here and 
we needed to act as quickly as we can to figure out how to seize it. 
 
Mr. Bert Dodson pointed out that is only a municipal airport run by a municipality.  He said he knew that he and 
several others on this body would love to have an authority and mentioned that within the next few years the 
subsidy from the City would cease.  He asked if being an authority would jeopardize what was being discussed. 
 
Mr. Payne said actually he thought it would enhance it. 
 
Mr. Davidson said there is already enabling legislation on the books to create a Region 2000 Regional Authority 
but  he said he could not remember the exact name of it.  He said it gives that authority the same powers as an 
Economic Development Authority or an Industrial Development Authority which are not very much different 
than a Regional Airport Authority.  He said there were a few things that EDAs and IDAs could do that Airport 
Authorities could not but the legislation was created and approved Region 2000 Airport Authority has all the 
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powers of an IDA so the 100 acres that the County has, the couple hundred acres that a number of years ago the 
FAA said the property could be released because they would work better in a commercial park than they would 
for airside services because of topography issues. 
 
Mr. Dodson said what he was saying was that they could do the ground work and hopefully in the future an 
authority could be created. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said one thing that Mr. Dodson said that struck a little interest, and this is a local incentive program.  
He said Mr. Davidson said it requires FAA approval for everything and anything we want to do on the airport.  
He then asked if there was any money from the FAA that would go into that incentive program. 

Mr. Courtney said all of our federal funding is based on our entitlement formula, which amounts to $1,050,000 
per year based on our passenger counts.  It is all obligated for the next 4-5 years within our 6 year Airport Capital 
Improvement Plan (ACIP) so there is nothing that is available now. His sense was that the hangar project is not 
eligible for discretionary funds, as that is only for safety or capacity improvements. There followed an in depth 
discussion. 
 

(3) REPORT OF THE AIRPORT DIRECTOR 
 

A. An update on the status of the FAA’s Contract Tower Program, a report with regards to federal 
funding options for contract towers in FY 2014, and an update on construction of a new ATCT at 
LYH 

   
Mr. Courtney said there was not a whole lot to update as far the Air Traffic Control Tower. He said again it does 
look as though the FAA is going to be targeting contract towers again in the event that there is not a federal 
budget passed.  He said while there is funding specifically earmarked for the contract tower program in both the 
Senate and the House bills for the new DOT/FAA budget, the sentiment is that it is not going to be a budget 
passed because of the impasse.  He said as result there is going to be another continuing resolution and hence 
the FAA is looking at $697 Million in Fiscal Year 2014 in budget cuts as their target and the administrators 
included phasing out the funding for the contract towers, flight service stations, contract weather observers and 
who knows what else but again the contract towers are going to be on the line.  
 
He said they are talking about possibly phasing out all 251 contract towers.  He said we are almost back to 
where we were. He said Congressman Goodlatte’s legislative aide that handles transportation in the Lynchburg 
District Office came to the airport along with one of his staffers two weeks ago.  Mr. Courtney gave them a tour 
of the airport and he took them up in the tower, which they enjoyed.  
 
He said he wanted to show the members the sites for the new Air Traffic Control Tower.  He said obviously the 
prime site is identified in the Safety Management study report with all of the stakeholders.  He said the one that 
is in the report is the final recommendation by the whole committee.  He said the whole committee, including 
FAA folks and their consultants that are under contract, have signed off on the report so he did not think there 
would be any problem with moving forward. The site right beside the existing Air Traffic Control Tower 
parking lot is the preferred site. 

 
Mr. Hobbs ask if we were still talking about moving forward with a tower and Mr. Courtney responded that we 
were.  There followed a general discussion. 
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  B.  An update regarding current airfield projects and FAA discretionary funding availability as  
        related to Phase 2 of the Airfield Rehabilitation Project. 

   
Mr. Courtney reminded the members that the only reason it is Phase 2 is because last year we bid out the entire 
project including the air carrier ramp, taxiway Alpha and we did Charlie as well and then the mid-field ramp 
portion we have deferred until now.  He said we bid the whole project and the bids came in high and we had to 
split the project up and we used our federal entitlement funds to the tune of $3 Million for the air carrier ramp 
and taxiways.   
 
He said this year it was repackaged.  He said we went forward with building the initial infrastructure for a new 
concrete ramp which should be started this week.  He said we did try to salvage that part of it and use State 
entitlement money only so we had to come up with the 20% airport funds for that.    
 
We went out for bids for Phase 2 and bids were received July 10th.  Just under $4 Million was the low bid, and 
because the required 7400 tons of asphalt P41 FAA specified asphalt was too small an amount to bring in a 
portable plant, this limited competition. Templeton was the only concern that could not only supply the asphalt 
but conform to the quality standards of laying it.  He went on to further detail and explain.  A general discussion 
ensued. 

 
           C.  A report on the possible implications of the federal government’s denial of the proposed merger of               
   US Airways and American Airlines. 
 

             Mr. Courtney said he had talked with US Airways planning folks a few week ago and they are actually very 
upbeat and they feel confident about their chances of being able to prevail in court.  He said he thought it was 
clear that there were going to have to be some concessions on their part as far as divestitures of landing slots, 
probably at Washington National.   

 
 He said he thought the government was a little bit less upbeat as far as their chances of proceeding with the 

merger.  He said the Department of Justice contact, the head of the antitrust division, said while it would still 
consider a concession package he was quoted as saying, “the degree of competitive overlap between US 
Airways and American leaves little option but to seek a full dismissal of the merger agreement.”  He said even if 
the airline can prove that its future is in jeopardy the objection could be lifted but he knows the two airlines are 
posting profits, record profits in some cases, and therefore it is going to be an interesting final outcome. 

 
 Mr. Jones Stanley said that was not quite right because American is in bankruptcy and US Airways is making 

big profits.  He said the reason for the merger was to get American out of bankruptcy. 
 
 Mr. Don Brown said American has no money and Mr. Jones agreed saying they are losing money now.   
 
 Mr. Courtney said Mr. Bob Crandall, the former chairman of American, pointed out that it is changing horses in 

mid-stream to approve two other mega mergers and then deny this one, and that if you want to have competition 
you are going to have to have three competitors that are healthy and are comparable to one another in terms of 
market share.  He said United and Delta have 29% and 28% market share by revenues respectively and US 
Airways just has 11% and American has 18% so you can see it is really important for those two to combine in 
order to be competitive with the other two. There ensued additional discussion. 
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(4)  Consideration of a request by Freedom Aviation to amend its Franchise Ordinance to remove current  
           limitations on its retail fueling activities at LYH. 
 

Mr. Hobbs read the request and Mr. Jones Stanley informed the Chairman and Members that he worked for 
Freedom Aviation and said that he would like to recuse himself from the rest of the meeting.   
 
Mr. Courtney said he thought that he would start by giving a little bit of the background just to remind the 
Commission of what came about when the original franchise ordinance and this provision that is being asked to 
be amended, originally came about.   
 
Mr. Hobbs ask Mr. Courtney if before he did that he would tell the Members what the current status was of the 
FBO leases and the fuel farm lease. 
 
Mr. Courtney said he wanted to start with that from the perspective of the original Falwell Aviation lease.  He 
said Falwell Aviation began its formal tenancy at Lynchburg Regional Airport back in January 2004 and City 
Council approved an assignment of the lease from Aviation Technical Services, Britannia Aviation for the airline 
maintenance facility in Hangars #7 & #8 to Falwell Aviation whereas Falwell had previously been a sub-tenant 
of ATS.  He said subsequent negotiations between Virginia Aviation and Falwell Aviation then culminated in a 
letter agreement between Falwell and Virginia Aviation that included certain limitations on Falwell’s retail 
fueling rights, including a prohibition on airline fueling.  A separate letter dated December 6, 2004 was then sent 
to him as airport director that outlined this separate agreement and its prohibition on Falwell selling fuel to the 
airlines.  
 
He said that arrangement continued until January 2005 when a lease addendum was approved by City Council to 
allow Falwell to provide additional aeronautical services in order to operate as an FBO under the airport’s newly 
adopted Minimum Standards.  In allowing the additional services, the December 6, 2004 letter was again 
incorporated into that lease amendment.  That letter survived yet again when negotiations between Falwell and 
the City for a five-year extension to Falwell’s lease resulted in Council approval in April of 2007.  He said the 
letter then carried over again when Falwell decided it wanted to build a new hangar, and they requested a 
twenty-year, six-month franchise agreement that was approved by City Council and made effective July 1, 2007.  
 
He said at the time when these negotiations were going forward in 2007, Virginia Aviation had only one year 
remaining on its lease.  He said the airport at that time had indicated that at the end of the second five-year lease 
(Virginia Aviation’s five-year option) that the airport was considering taking over management and control of 
the fuel farm.  He said that this culminated in the creation of a separate three-party agreement for the fuel farm 
whereby the two FBOs would share the management of the fuel farm. A new lease for Virginia Aviation was 
subsequently agreed to along with a separate fuel farm agreement, with the new lease and fuel farm agreement 
effective July 1, 2008 with five-year options that were up July 1, 2013.   
 
Mr. Hobbs asked where the fuel farm was at this point. 
 
Mr. Courtney responded that at this point we continue to work with our consultant that did the fuel farm analysis, 
and we have been investigating and researching the various fuel suppliers, of which  a total of four had been 
contacted, including a couple of them at the Virginia Aviation Conference.  The preference remains for the 
airport to take over management and control of the fuel farm on a wholesale level, but not take actual ownership 
of the fuel.  He said he had talked with three of the fuel suppliers so far and all of them said they could make 
arrangements to have a contract with the two FBOs to actually purchase the fuel and sell so they would own the 
fuel, and we would manage the fuel farm. 
 
Mr. Don Brown asked who managed the fuel farm now. 
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Mr. Courtney responded that Virginia Aviation currently managed the fuel farm. 
 
Mr. Brown asked if there was a monetary benefit to that. 
 
Mr. Courtney said the consultant’s report proposed a fee of 7cents per gallon for managing the fuel farm.  He 
said we shall see about that.  There followed additional discussion. 
 
Mr. Lynch Christian said, if he was hearing things right, it would increase the fuel prices on the field. 
 
Mr. Courtney said it would certainly compensate us for the cost of managing the fuel farm but that was a cost 
that was incurred prior to in some way, shape or form.  He went on to further detail and discuss the issue.  
Additional discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. Kim Payne said he thought it would be fair to say that both FBOs have reluctantly agreed to this, each of 
them would rather run the fuel farm themselves but that is a difficult proposition for us to figure out. 
 
Mr. Hobbs asked if it was the City’s position and Mr. Payne replied that yes, it was.  He said we almost did it 
five years ago and he thought it was the appropriate way forward now. 
 
Mr. Courtney said actually it will not lock us in, if it turns out that it does not work then we can do something 
else; whereas, if we entered into a long-term agreement with a lease for the fuel farm we are locked in.  There 
followed a general discussion. 
 
Mr. Bert Dodson said he just had a few questions and then proceeded to ask if Freedom Aviation was non-profit 
or for-profit.  It was replied that Freedom Aviation was a for-profit organization.   
 
Mr. Hobbs asked where we went from there. 
 
Mr. Courtney responded that this would be going to City Council the first or second meeting in October to 
consider the request by Freedom Aviation to amend its Franchise Ordinance to remove current limitations on its 
retail fueling activities at Lynchburg Regional Airport.  He went on to further detail and explain.  A general 
discussion ensued. 
 
Mr. Lynch Christian said he wanted to make sure he understood -- and if he heard Mr. Courtney right -- he said 
that the agreement that restricts Freedom from selling to the airlines and the government was struck between 
Falwell and Virginia Aviation at one point in time by mutual negotiation, and then was incorporated into the City 
Franchise Agreement.  He said so that was a negotiated deal that was endorsed by City Council, and at that point 
in time it was part and parcel of the new Virginia Aviation lease that had a five-year term and a five-year option. 
 
Mr. Courtney said there was no restriction and no reference to that particular provision in the Virginia Aviation 
lease; it is only in the Franchise Agreement. 
 
Mr. Christian asked if that was not part of the process that took place at the same time. 
 
Mr. Courtney said according to the original negotiation of the Franchise…. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said it is in the Franchise Agreement. 
 
Mr. Courtney said yes, according to the original negotiation of the Franchise….. 
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Mr. Payne said yes, but that is not what he is asking about.  He said Virginia Aviation had what he called a 
facilities lease; they had two leases, a lease for the fuel farm and a facilities lease.  He said the facilities lease got 
renewed around the same time as this occurred and at that time we were negotiating with them to do the fuel 
farm lease renewal and Virginia Aviation had filed a lawsuit when Falwell Aviation filed for the Franchise and 
this was all kind of how it got caught up and how it all got worked out.  He said Falwell’s business model did not 
include a desire at that time to fuel airlines or military aircraft; they merely wanted to be an FBO and they 
wanted to do transient aircraft and take care of their own customers. 
 
Mr. Christian asked how long Virginia Aviation had left on its facilities lease. 
 
Mr. Courtney said they had five years as of July 1, 2013 on the facilities lease and the fuel farm lease expired 
July 1, 2013.   
 
Mr. Don Brown said that does not give them exclusive rights to fuel the airline which he thought was the bottom 
line. 
 
Mr. Payne said they had exclusive rights because of the Franchise Agreement. 
 
Mr. Christian said he did not blame Freedom for wanting to get into this business, but it seemed to him that a 
deal had been struck and it ought to at least be extended through the duration of Virginia Aviation’s facilities 
agreement.  He said that was the deal. 
 
Mr. Dodson said he thought that it should be just deferred to City Council. 
 
Mr. Dodson said as a former City Council member he listened to all the recommendations of the bodies and so 
did Mr. Hobbs, but City Council made a decision. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said he thought it was incumbent upon this body to make a recommendation -- that was what City 
Council had the Commission for.   
 
Mr. Christian said a bargain had been struck and he did not feel that the Commission should be in the business of 
recommending that the bargain be arbitrarily changed by the airport or our City Council.  He said he was a 
business man and whatever the legal technicalities were if you have a deal, you have a deal and you should not 
arbitrarily affect the rights and interests of one party in favor of another until the interests are expired. 
 
__________ said wasn’t the deal struck down when they did not agree to the fuel farm. 
 
Mr. Courtney said that has nothing to do with this provision. 
 
_________ said they terminated the fuel farm agreement…. The City did that. 
 
Mr. Courtney and Mr. Payne both said no, Freedom Aviation did that.   
 
Mr. Hobbs said they had talked but they did not have a motion on the floor. 
 
Mr. Christian said he would move that the Commission make a recommendation to City Council that it deny the 
request of Freedom Aviation with respect to military and airline fueling and the changing of the Franchise 
Agreement. 
 
Mr. Charles Nowlin seconded the motion. 
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Mr. Hobbs asked if there was any more discussion. 
 
Mr. Bert Dodson said he did not feel comfortable in the fact that there was no one there representing Virginia 
Aviation.  He said Mr. Dave Young was there representing Freedom Aviation and they had asked him questions 
and he had given responses but Mr. Jimmy Walker was not there because he was in California.  He said it would 
have been nice to ask some questions of Virginia Aviation ownership. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said at this point there was a motion and a second.  He said he was open to more discussion and he 
heard what Mr. Dodson was saying but that he did think that whatever it is that from his understanding from 
talking to numerous parties that if they want to hang a Phillips sign on your ramp and he did not think Virginia 
Aviation was going to oppose that and he did not think Phillips was going to oppose that but he could not say 
that for sure.  He said that being said, was there any further discussion. 
 
Mr. Brown said his thought was that it was nice to be on a level playing field; on the other hand it was not a level 
playing field if this was going to be starting the epitaph of Virginia Aviation which was the way he was feeling.  
He said if they take this business away from them, which he felt sure that Freedom had the opportunity to 
compete very forcefully with Virginia Aviation, that he had  kind of had mixed emotions because he thought free 
enterprise was free enterprise; but, on the other hand, he was not sure that Freedom needed the airline sales.  He 
said if it was going to keep the facilities open for Virginia Aviation, which does maintenance and other 
aeronautical business and hired people, then he was torn between those two thoughts.  He said he would 
probably vote to not recommend it. 
 
Mr. Hobbs once again said we have a motion and a second… 
 
Mr. Christian said he would like to go on record in support of the concept of a level playing field, but that in this 
case the parties had established the playing field by agreement and made investments based upon the agreement 
and that changing the agreement before its term ended without the consent of all the parties was actually 
unleveling the agreed playing field.  After the expiration of the existing agreements, he said he thought the FBOs 
ought to compete freely for the business. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said a contract is a contract.  Granted, Freedom did not sign on to it but they bought into it, it expires 
in 5 years and then the whole world is up for grabs.  There followed an in-depth discussion. 
 
Mr. Hobbs again said, we have a motion and a second and ask if there was any further discussion. 
 
Mr. Bert Dodson said one thing he was going to say and it was just his recommendation, whatever vote they took 
since the City Manager was abstaining from the vote and another member had already abstained, he thought 
whatever recommendation it was, he thought the Chairperson of the Commission should go to the Council 
meeting and answer any questions of any Council Members because he did not want to put the City Manager in 
an untenable position. 
 
Mr. Christian said he would go one step further and also reveal to City Council what the vote was. 
 
Mr. Hobbs said the motion was on the floor that the Commission was recommending that City Council not 
change the existing franchise agreement.  He said he would like to see a show of hands of those in favor of the 
motion not to recommend it.  The motion was carried by a vote of 4 in favor, 3 opposed, 1 abstained, 1 absent as 
follows: Mr. Don Brown, Mr. Stewart Hobbs, Mr. Charles Nowlin and Mr. Lynch Christian voting not to 
recommend changing the existing agreement and Mr. Mike Davidson , Mr. Robert Day and Mr. Bert Dodson 
voting to recommend changing the agreement and Mr. Kim Payne abstained and Mr. Jones Stanley was absent 
from the vote. 
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Mr. Courtney said he had asked for guidance from the FAA regarding the issues related to this and he had not 
gotten a response yet but that was something that would also be passed along to City Council. 

 
(5) Consideration of a request by Freedom Aviation to expand its facilities by constructing a new 14,580 

square-foot hangar addition and related infrastructure adjacent to its current facilities at LYH. 
 
 Mr. Courtney said for quite some time now we had been in discussions from time-to-time with Freedom 

Aviation for possible expansion of their hangar facilities on the airport. They have proposed building on a site 
that is included on the Master Plan a new 14,580 square foot hangar facility.  They have gone through the 
process, as outlined in the Minimum Standards, for putting in a letter proposal to the Commission, and he just 
wanted to emphasize that the Minimum Standards do require a number of items be included in their package 
when they submit it to him for consideration before it comes to the Commission.  He noted he did waive a 
number of those things because they are a current tenant and that would just be redundant.   

 
 He said all of the main things that he needed had all been included in the package and their letter so the 

Commission could actually make a recommendation.  He said he just wanted to add that the Commission is 
being asked to review their proposal and give him a recommendation as to moving forward with it.  The 
minimum standards stipulate that once it is all submitted to him and he packaged it up and he accepted that it 
was complete enough, it comes to the Commission, they review it all and make a recommendation as far as that 
particular aeronautical activity and that type and that location etc., etc. and give a recommendation to move 
forward.   

 
 He said at that point he would then, in conjunction with the City Attorney’s Office, develop a lease and 

negotiate a lease with the tenant and come to an agreement. The minimum standards do not require him to go 
back to Commission at that point but if the Commission’s desire was that he go back and review that lease as 
negotiated before it goes to City Council, that is at the discretion of the Commission.  There followed a general 
discussion. 

   
 Mr. Young asked if there were any questions he could answer. 
 
Mr. Nowlin said he thought Mr. Young’s letter with the outline said it all. 
 
Mr. Young proceeded to further detail the issue and answer additional questions. 
 
Mr. Hobbs asked Mr. Courtney if he needed a motion and Mr. Courtney replied that he did. 
 
Mr. Christian moved that we recommend that we proceed with Liberty Aviation to negotiate a lease and proceed. 
 
Mr. Hobbs asked for a second and the motion was seconded and unanimously accepted by all. 

 
 (6)    MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 
 

 A.      Inquiries and/or comments by Commission Members. 
 
Mr. Hobbs asked if there were any inquiries or comments by Commission Members.   
   
There were none.  

 
 (7)  REPORTS OF AIRPORT BUSINESSES 

 
 Mr. Hobbs asked if there were any reports of airport businesses.    
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There were none. 
 

         
(8)  HEARINGS OF CITIZENS UPON COMMISSION MATTERS 
 

 Mr. Hobbs asked if there were any questions or comments from the citizens present.   
 

       There were none.  
  
 

(9)  ADJOURNMENT 
 

  There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned. 
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